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t was nearly two decades ago when artist Gary
Hamel lifted the lid off one of his matchbox
journals and my eyes expanded. The cigar box
contained several dozen matchboxes that he’d
brought on one of his trips, each one dated and
holding a few objects found on that day. Though
we’d only just met, I was bold enough to ask if he
might let me play with the idea as the basis of a
story. He agreed, and my mind began whirring.
A writer’s toughest task isn’t finding an idea but figuring out what
to do with it. This particular germ of an idea overflowed with personal
connections and possibilities. My mother had long ago given me a tiny
sliding cardboard box that she’d made and covered with paper she’d
marbled, a work whose craftsmanship I aspire to whenever I write. As one
who was the shortest in my class year after year, I wondered if the smallness
of matchboxes could be tied to the smallness of children and their love of
tiny objects. The urge to record could be a focus. Or the way people live
on through their objects — the reason my father kept his tailor-father’s
heavy shears close by his desk. Maybe a diary-in-objects could be kept by a
character longing to communicate, a thread that has run through my work
and my life, leading me to study instruments and languages and tutor new
immigrants in English.
With so many choices, it should have been easy, but every use of
an idea comes with problems. It took fifteen years of periodic attempts
before I found an approach that seemed to work, weaving several of
the themes mentioned above around a story of immigration in my
grandfather’s era, letting the similarities to my immigrant students’
lives hover in the air. What a pleasure it was to visit Gary Hamel in his
hometown of Orange, New Hampshire, this summer. He gave his blessing
on the book his idea had spawned and then gave something else: one of his
matchbox journals. My eyes jumped again. I love this job.
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